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1: Sentence Building Practice - Miss Kindergarten
Building Sentences (Basic) On each worksheet, students cut out word cards and rearrange them to make a sentence.
This activities include many basic sight words and were designed for early readers in Kindergarten and 1st grades.

CK 1 The apartment building is on fire. CK 1 Tom built a wall around his house. CK 1 He set fire to the
school building. CK 1 The bridge was built by the Romans. CK 1 A famous architect built this house. CK 1 I
live in the house my father built. CK 1 They built a bridge across the river. CK 1 Tom left the building at
about 6 p. CK 1 He parked his car behind the building. CK 1 I hope to build a new house next year. CK 1 No
one lives in that building anymore. CK 1 That building is the tallest in Japan. CK 1 What is the tallest building
in Japan? CK 1 They say that a huge dam will be built. CK 1 How many floors does that building have? CK 1
The house that Tom built is really nice. CK 1 They say that a large dam will be built. CK 1 Is there central
heating in this building? Scott 1 This building changed hands several times. CM 1 Tom abandoned his plan to
build a factory. CK 1 Tom built his son a house next to his own. CK 1 Tom is banned from entering this
building. FeuDRenais 1 That building has changed hands many times. Scott 1 Please let me off in front of that
building. CK 1 Everybody in the building felt the earthquake. CK 1 Tom parked in the back of his office
building. CK 1 This is by far the tallest building in this city. CK 1 The building is surrounded by a barbed wire
fence. Hybrid 1 Please wait for me at the entrance of the building. CK 1 The kidnappers wanted Tom to blow
up that building. CK 1 Our policy is to build for the future, not the past. NekoKanjya 1 The bookshelves are
built into the walls of my room.
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2: English Grammar - Sentence Construction - Learn English
They are the fundamental building blocks of a sentence, just as drywall and studs are for a house. From there a writer
may add words, phrases, and clauses to enhance the meaning. Our sentence building worksheets below are intended to
help your student write clear and correct sentences.

Some verbs have an object always a noun or pronoun. The object is the person or thing affected by the action
described in the verb. Objects come in two types, direct and indirect. The direct object refers to a person or
thing affected by the action of the verb. The indirect object refers to a person or thing who receives the direct
object. Some verbs can only be intransitive disagree. In addition they cannot be used in the Passive Voice e.
Verbs that have an object are called transitive verbs e. David gave her a present. Some verbs can be transitive
or intransitive e. Xavier Nadu sings pop songs. You can read more about transitive and intransitive verbs here.
I sometimes have trouble with adverbs. He spoke very quietly. The first tells us the frequency of the action
sometimes , the second how he carried out the action quietly , and the third how many times the action has
happened three. The fourth is a little different, as in this case the adverbial gone to the bank is more or less
demanded by the verb has. To remember the form of such verbs use your notebooks to write down the
different forms. Complement A complement is used with verbs like be, seem, look etc. Complements give
more information about the subject or, in some structures, about the object. A complement is the part of the
sentence that gives you more information about the subject a subject complement or the object an object
complement of the sentence. The complement to be used, if any, is dependent on the verb used in the sentence.
Subject complements normally follow certain verbs.
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3: Sentence Structure Worksheets | Sentence Building Worksheets
Building Sentences Worksheets and Printables Our printable sentence building worksheets are perfect for
kindergarteners who are learning how to form complete sentences aloud and in writing. These worksheets offer
opportunities for students to write sentences for fiction and nonfiction, orally practice storytelling, complete sentences
from.

My friend invited me to a party. I do not want to go. Compound My friend invited me to a party, but I do not
want to go. Complex Although my friend invited me to a party, I do not want to go. In the first example, there
are two separate simple sentences: In the third example, however, the sentence has changed quite a bit: A
complex sentence is very different from a simple sentence or a compound sentence because it makes clear
which ideas are most important. When you write My friend invited me to a party. The reader will have trouble
knowing which piece of information is most important to you. When you write the subordinating conjunction
"although" at the beginning of the first clause, however, you make it clear that the fact that your friend invited
you is less important than, or subordinate, to the fact that you do not want to go. Written by David Megginson
The Order of a Sentence Not all sentences make a single point -- compound sentences, especially, may present
several equally-important pieces of information -- but most of the time, when you write a sentence, there is a
single argument, statement, question, or command which you wish to get across. When you are writing your
sentences, do not bury your main point in the middle; instead, use one of the positions of emphasis at the
beginning or end of the sentence. The Loose Sentence If you put your main point at the beginning of a long
sentence, you are writing a loose sentence: The main point of this sentence is that the writer prefers to live in
Canada, and the writer makes the point at the very beginning: When the readers read about the free health
care, the cheap tuition fees, the low crime rate, the comprehensive social programs, and the wonderful winters,
they will already know that these are reasons for living in Canada, and as a result, they will be more likely to
understand the sentence on a first reading. Loose sentences are the most natural for English speakers, who
almost always talk in loose sentences: While a periodic sentence can be useful for making an important point
or for a special dramatic effect, it is also much more difficult to read, and often requires readers to go back and
reread the sentence once they understand the main point. Finally, it is important to remember that you have to
structure a loose sentence as carefully as you would structure a periodic sentence: The Periodic Sentence If
your main point is at the end of a long sentence, you are writing a periodic sentence: The main point of this
sentence is that the writer prefers to live in Canada. At the beginning of this sentence, the reader does not
know what point the writer is going to make: The reader has to read all of this information without knowing
what the conclusion will be. The periodic sentence has become much rarer in formal English writing over the
past hundred years, and it has never been common in informal spoken English outside of bad political
speeches. Still, it is a powerful rhetorical tool. An occasional periodic sentence is not only dramatic but
persuasive: If you use a loose sentence with hostile readers, the readers will probably close their minds before
considering any of your evidence. Finally, it is important to remember that periodic sentences are like
exclamatory sentences: Written by David Megginson The Purpose of a Sentence The other classifications in
this chapter describe how you construct your sentences, but this last set describes why you have written the
sentences in the first place. Most sentences which you write should simply state facts, conjectures, or
arguments, but sometimes you will want to give commands or ask questions. The Declarative Sentence
Ottawa is the capital of Canada. The distinction between deconstruction and post-modernism eludes me. He
asked which path leads back to the lodge. Note that the last example contains an indirect question, "which path
leads back to the lodge. The Interrogative Sentence Who can read this and not be moved? How many roads
must a man walk down? Does money grow on trees? Note that an indirect question does not make a sentence
interrogative: A direct question requires an answer from the reader, while an indirect question does not. The
Rhetorical Question Normally, an essay or report will not contain many regular direct questions, since you are
writing it to present information or to make an argument. There is, however, a special type of direct question
called a rhetorical question -- that is, a question which you do not actually expect the reader to answer: Why
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did the War of take place? Some scholars argue that it was simply a land-grab by the Americans The
Exclamatory Sentence The butler did it! How beautiful this river is! Some towns in Upper Canada lost up to a
third of their population during the cholera epidemics of the early nineteenth century! Exclamatory sentences
are common in speech and sometimes in fiction, but over the last years they have almost entirely disappeared
from academic writing. You will or should probably never use one in any sort of academic writing, except
where you are quoting something else directly. Note that an exclamation mark can also appear at the end of an
imperative sentence.
4: Building Sentences Worksheets & Free Printables | www.enganchecubano.com
The three-story building looked big enough to cover a city block. I left the building for home. It was a pleasant escape
from the dust and noise of the building going on above them. What she needed to do was get a look inside the building
and put her fears to rest. She tried to distract the building.

5: The Word "Build" in Example Sentences - Page 2
A simple sentences contains only a single clause, while a compound sentence, a complex sentence, or a
compound-complex sentence contains at least two clauses. The Simple Sentence The most basic type of sentence is
the simple sentence, which contains only one clause.

6: Autism - Building Sentences for Visual Learners
Our printable building sentences worksheets are perfect for elementary school students. They will practice in compound
sentences, generate ideas, and organize their thoughts. Building sentences is an essential skill which will help to
achieve a better essay writing in the future.

7: Sentence Structure Worksheets
FREE Kindergarten Sentence Building for Early Readers and Special Education. Find this Pin and more on Language
Arts Ideas by HeidiSongs. Kindergarten Writing Station These are great for beginning readers in kindergarten to practice
building sentences.

8: Sentence Building
A. Instructions: Review Section (Nouns and Pronouns) of the Building Sentences card. Then, choose Then, choose the
correct label (subject, object, or complement) for the underlined words.

9: Building sentences | The Writing Centre | University of Ottawa
Sentence building is a fundamental part of the English language. Learning how to build sentence correctly is an
important skill to learn at an early age.
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